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Current definition



Limitations of current method

Comparison of a peak to peak amplitude measurement with a mode 
amplitude measurement. Vpk-pk will include noise and Vvma will filter 
this out. As a consequence this method will not be truly representative 
of the equalization and will likely not correlate between different msmt
devices.

Whole UI is used to measure both Vpk-pk and Vvma. Different 
waveform shapes will yield different results. This does not help
correlation.

No association between transition and consecutive non-transition(s), 
as a result trends will skew the results.



Proposed new method - definition

Tx Equalization definition
Tx Equalization is the average ratio of the differential voltage 
amplitude of transitions bits versus the differential voltage amplitude 
of non-transitions bits. The differential voltage amplitudes are 
measured at the sample point (slicer) after clock recovery.



Proposed new method - measurement

Tx Equalization measurement method
The Equalization measurement calculates the ratio of any non-transition 

eye voltage (2nd, 3rd, etc. eye voltage succeeding an edge) to its 
nearest preceding transition eye voltage (1st eye voltage succeeding 
an edge). The high and low voltages are measured in the center of 
the UI (after clock recovery).

Tx Equalization is the 20*LOG of the averaged voltage ratio.

- measurement performed after clock recovery (to determine location 
center UI) 

- voltage level is determined at center of UI (by linear interpolation of two 
closest points)

- de-emphasis value is calculated for every non-transition bit



Proposed new method - measurement

i represents center of UI count

j represents equalization (non-transition) count

Equalization1 = 20*LOG(V1/V2)

Equalization2 = 20*LOG(V1/V3)

Equalization3 = 20*LOG(V6/V7)

i =  1      2     3      4      5      6     7 

j =          1     2                             3 



Some results – current method
V peak-peak = 935 mV V mode = 550 mV

Equalization = 20log (935/550) = 4.61 dB



Some results – new method approximation - manual
V peak-peak = 754 mV V mode = 550 mV

Equalization = 20log (754/550) = 2.74 dB



Some results – new method - automatic (DPOJet)
Equalization = 3.09 dB



Conclusions

Proposed method is standard proven

Proposed automatic equalization measurement method provides 
statistics of equalization parameter

Proposed method is less sensitive to noise and equipment used

Proposed method maintains association between transition and 
consecutive non-transitions, and is therefore less sensitive to trends


